LIST OF Awardees of President's Police Medal for Gallantry on the occasion of Independence Day-2019

PRESIDENT’S POLICE MEDAL FOR GALLANTRY

J&K

SHRI

1. LATE IMTIYAZ AHMAD CT (POSTHUMOUSLY)

CRPF

S/SHRI

2. LOUKRAKPAM IBOMCHA SINGH AC

3. LATE MOHD. MOJAHID KHAN CT (POSTHUMOUSLY)
LIST OF Awardees of Police Medal for Gallantry on
The occasion of Independence Day-2019

POLICE MEDAL FOR GALLANTRY

ASSAM

SHRI

1. LATE BHASKAR KALITA
   SI
   (POSTHUMOUSLY)

CHHATTISGARH

S/SHRI

2. SATYENDRA TIWARI
   APC

3. SANTOSH HEMLA
   ASI

4. DASHRATH NAG
   HC

5. PATIRAM PODIYAMI
   HC

6. MALIK RAM
   SI

7. LATE BHUNESWER MANDAWI
   HC
   (POSTHUMOUSLY)

8. LAXMAN KIWAT
   INSP.
   3rd BAR TO PMG

9. MOHIT GARG, IPS,
   ADDL. SP
   1st BAR TO PMG

10. RAMAKANT TIWARI,
    INSP.
S/SHRI

11. IRSHAD AHMAD
   ASI

12. FAYAZ AHMAD SHEIKH
    HC

13. MOHD ZAID
    SSP

14. FURQAN QADIR
    Dy SP

15. MANZOOR AHMAD MIR
    CT

16. DR. G V SUNDEEP CHAKRAVARTHY, IPS
    ADDL SP

17. SYED MUDAISR JAVID GEELANI
    SI

18. GH. MOHAMMAD
    ASI

19. FEROOZ AHMAD LONE,
    SGCT.

20. SHAHZADA KABIR MATTOO,
    Dy SP

21. SHER KHAN,
    HC

22. PRAMVIR SINGH BAI WAL,
    ADDL SP

23. SYED JAVEED AHMAD,
    Dy SP

24. AMJAD HUSSAIN MIR,
    SI

25. MUNEER AHMAD BHAT,
    HC

26. SATISH KUMAR,
    Dy SP

1ST BAR TO PMG
2ND BAR TO PMG
1ST BAR TO PMG
1ST BAR TO PMG

27. SHOWKAT AHMAD DAR, Dy SP  
28. IMTIYAZ AHMAD WANI, SI  
29. SHOWKET-UL-ISLAM, SGCT.  
30. OMER HUSSAIN WADA, SGCT.  
31. HANEEF MOHMAD BHAT, SGCT.  
32. HILAL AHMAD MISGAR, CT  
33. MIR MURTAZA HUSSAIN SOHIL, Dy SP  
34. MIR ISHFAQ, CT  
35. ZUBAIR AHMED KHAN, SSP  
36. AFRAT HUSSAIN, Dy SP  
37. MASROOR ALI WANI, SI  
38. MANZOOR AHMAD LONE, HC  
39. ZAHOOR AHMAD LONE, CT  
40. SANJEEV DEV SINGH, SI  
41. AREFAT AHMAD RATHER, HC  
42. FAROOQ AHMAD KHAN, SGCT.  
43. SHAFAT MOHMMAD NAJAR, Dy SP  

1ST BAR TO PMG
2ND BAR TO PMG
1ST BAR TO PMG
44. NISAR AHMAD BHAT, INSPI.

45. SAKIT KOUL, SGCT.

46. GH. MOHD. BHAT, Dy SP

47. ISHFAQ AHMAD KASANA, SGCT

48. YOG RAJ, SGCT

49. GAZENFER SYED, INSPI.

50. MANZOOR AHMAD MIR, HC

51. SAYED ZAHEER ABBAS JAFARI, Dy SP

52. MOHD YAQOOB JEHRA, CT

53. NISAR AHMAD DAR, HC

54. REYAZ AHMAD LANGOO, INSPI.

55. RAMEES AHMAD BHAT, SGCT

56. JATINDER SINGH GADDI, SGCT.

57. MOHD. SHAFI BHAT, SGCT.

58. PARVAIZ AHMAD, SGCT.

59. MUBASHIR RASOOL, Dy SP

60. MOHD. ASHRAF BABA, ASI
61. MOHMMAD RAMEEZ BHAT, SGCT.

62. SAJAD AHMAD BHAT, SGCT.

63. TARIQ AHMAD BHAT, SGCT.

64. MOHD JABAR MIR, SGCT.

65. MUQBOOL HUSSAIN, SGCT.

66. HIDAYATULLAH KHAN, CT

67. ASHISH KUMAR MISHRA, IPS SP

68. AZHAR RASHID TALI, Dy SP

69. SACHIT SHARMA, Dy SP

70. TEJINDER SINGH, HC

JHARKHAND

S/SHRI

71. RAMAKANT PRASAD, INS.

72. JYOTI PRAKASH, SI

73. ZAFAR IMAM KHAN, HAV

74. LATE CHHOTELAL PASWAN CHOKIDAR (POSTHUMOUSLY)
ODISHA

S/SHRI

75. PRAKASH KUMAR KARNA, INSP.
76. SUSHIL DASH, CT
77. AKASH MAHAPATRA, CT
78. CHANDRAMANI BHOI, CT
79. SAMA DHANGADA MAJHI, CT
80. K SIVA SUBRAMANI, IPS, SP
81. DILIP KUMAR DANTA, CT
82. JYOTIRANJAN PATI, INSP.
83. SACHIDANANDA BARIHA, SI
84. ASHISH KUMAR SARKAR, SUBEDAR
85. PRASANTA KUMAR BARIK, CT
86. BHUBAN SELMA, CT
87. SATYANARAYAN KATHAR, CT
88. PRAMOD BARLA, HAV
89. MITTHUN PRADHAN, HAV
90. JAGMOHAN MEENA, IPS SP

91. SANTOSH JUANG, HAV

92. SHIVA SANKAR NAYAK, L/NK

93. PABITRA MOHAN NAYAK, L/NK

94. CHAITANYA KIRSANI, CT

95. GHENU HANTAL, CT

96. SUDHANSHU BHUPATI, CT

97. RUKDHAR NEGI, CT

BSF

S/SHRI

98. SANDEEP KUMAR GUPTA, AC

99. SUSHIL SINGH, AC

100. VINAY KRISHALI, HC

101. SANJOY PAL, CT

102. LATE SITA RAM UPADHYAY, CT (POSTHUMOUSLY)
S/SHRI

103. DILIP MALIK, DC

104. DIVESH KUMAR MISHRA, AC

105. ABHAY SHARMA, SI

106. DILIP KUMAR, CT

107. DAULAT KHAN, INSP.

108. JOGINDER SINGH, CT

109. VINOD KUMAR CHOUHARY, CT

110. ANUP KUMAR, CT

111. BALVINDER KUMAR, CT

112. SUBRATA MONDAL, CT

113. CHAVAN AVINASH RAGHUNATH, CT

114. KALIPADA BARMAN, CT

115. PAWAN KUMAR, HC

116. CHEMAIL SINGH, HC

117. ABHINAV PANDEY, AC

1ST BAR TO PMG

1ST BAR TO PMG
118. SANDEEP KUMAR MISHRA, SI
119. MINTU BISWAS, CT
120. RAJESH KUMAR, COMDT.
121. RAJENDRA NATH MALLICK, AC
122. RAJESH KUMAR BARNELA, AC
123. BIPLAB BISWAS, HC.
124. SREENIVASULU P, CT.
125. TASLEEM ARIF MIR, CT
126. NAVIN KUMAR JHA, AC
127. JAVAID AHMAD GUJJAR, CT
128. CHAMAN GIRI, SI
129. SUHAS M., HC
130. SITAL SINGH, CT
131. ANUP KUMAR SINGH, CT
132. UPENDRA KUMAR YADAV, HC
133. JITU MONI RAY, CT
134. RAJESH KUMAR, COMDT.
135. SANJAY KUMAR, 2-IC

2\textsuperscript{ND} BAR TO PMG
2\textsuperscript{ND} BAR TO PMG
1\textsuperscript{ST} BAR TO PMG
136. SIKANDER YADAV, AC
137. MAHENDER SINGH, HC
138. SUBHASH SINGH, HC
139. AKHIL DAS, CT
140. HARI SHANKAR SHUKLA, AC
141. HARISH KUMAR, HC
142. SUNIL KUMAR, CT
143. KANGKAN DAS, CT
144. ANKESH SANGMA, AC
145. BAL KISHAN YADAV, AC
146. PAUL L KUNGATE, SI
147. PRAKASH PASWAN, CT
148. RAJPAL, CT
149. SUSHIL KUMAR, CT
150. LATE VIR SINGH, HC
151. LATE SATISH CHAND, CT
152. NANDLAL RAM, SI
153. GULWINDER SINGH,
   HC

154. YASHAVANT KUMAR SINGH,
   CT

155. SOM RAJ,
   CT

156. JAI PRAKASH SINGH,
   2-IC

157. RAMESH KUMAR SINGH,
   CT

158. SURENDRA SINGH DEV.
   DC

159. LATE SHYAM NARAIN SINGH YADAVA,
   (POSTHUMOUSLY)
   HC

160. RAJESH KUMAR KUSHWAHA,
    HC

161. ABHISHEK KUMAR SINGH,
    CT

162. SURYADEV DAS,
    CT

163. RAVI SHARMA,
    AC

164. NARESH KUMAR,
    AC

165. ABY THOMAS,
    AC

166. BUDHI SINGH,
    CT

167. RANJAN KUMAR,
    CT

168. DEVSANT KUMAR,
    CT

169. SANT RAM SINGH,
    CT

170. NEERAJ KUMAR JHA,
    AC
171. SHOBHA RAM, CT
172. DHIRENDRA SINGH, CT

ITBP

S/SHRI

173. RAJESH KUMAR, DC
174. JITENDER, INSP.
175. SUKHDEV DONKARI, HC
176. ANIL NEGI, CT
177. MAHESH KUMAR, CT